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New methodological directions for the study of adolescent
competence and adaptation$
Although adolescence is by many scholars viewed as a problematic developmental period,
recent research efforts focus increasingly on the antecedents and consequences of what makes
adolescents thrive (Smetana, Campione-Barr, & Metzger, 2006). Clearly, adolescence is a time of
exploration and opportunity for many youth and adolescent researchers have recognized the
importance of studying the mechanisms underlying individual differences in adolescent
competence. From the early work on motivation (White, 1959) and self-esteem (Harter, 1982),
through the theoretical advancements on adaptation (e.g. Masten & Coatsworth, 1998; Sroufe,
Egeland, & Carlson, 1999), adolescent competence and adaptation has established itself as an
essential scientific area for developmental scholars.
Examples of advancements in statistical methodology to the study of competence are, however,

rare. The introduction of innovations in statistical methodology generally finds its place in the
study of substance abuse (e.g. Muthen & Muthen, 2000) or aggression (e.g. Nagin & Tremblay,
1999). There are two potential reasons for this problem-focused application of quantitative
methods to the study of adolescent development. First, as compared to measures of behaviour
problems, such as the Youth Self Report (YSR) and Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL), there are
few, if any, standardized measures of competence that have good measurement properties. For
example, despite the fact that the YSR/CBCL has a section on competence with associated norms,
few researchers use the competence domain of the YSR/CBCL due to concerns about its
concurrent and predictive validity. Second, studying change in competence poses particular
challenges for adolescent researchers as indicators of competence are uniquely related to different
developmental periods. For example, indicators of adolescent competence may include
information on ego-resiliency, self-efficacy, peer relationships, and academic functioning, whereas
indicators of young adulthood competence may also include information on ego-resiliency and
self-efficacy, but less on peer relationships and academic functioning, and more on romantic
relationships and work functioning (e.g. Arnett, 2000; Roisman, Masten, Coatsworth, & Tellegen,
2004). The study of adolescent competence, thus, is uniquely related to salient developmental
tasks that may complicate both measurement and analysis.
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This special issue is in response to a growing sense among developmental researchers of the
need to embark on inquiries that integrate person-centred and variable-centred approaches in the
study of adolescent competence. To this end, the authors of six major studies were invited to
present a synthesis of their findings and discuss their implications in a special issue. The six papers
in this issue cover contemporary methods for assessing adolescent competence. There are many
aspects of these studies that warrant comment and discussion. Together they document the
substantial interindividual differences and intraindividual variation and change in competence
and positive adaptation in adolescence. Perhaps the greatest long-term consequences of these
studies, however, will arise from the methodological framework they provide for a critical
reappraisal of some of the basic concepts that have guided traditional research in adolescent
competence.
Statistical applications to the study of adolescent competence

Several studies in this special issue highlight the application of statistical advancements to the
study of adolescent competence. The Zimmer-Gembeck et al. article (this issue) illustrates the use
of bootstrapping techniques within a Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) framework to
examine mediational relationships. Even though most psychologists use techniques outlined by
Baron and Kenny (1986) to study mediational relationships, there has recently been an emerging
interest in using SEM approaches to investigate such relationships (see e.g. James, Mulaik, &
Brett, 2006). Testing mediational models in a SEM or path analysis framework has the advantage
of allowing researchers to test multiple mediational relationships simultaneously and employs a
more formal test of conceptual models. However, testing such models is particularly challenging
when sample sizes are small to moderate (N ¼ 100–400), and data are not normally distributed
(Zimmer-Gembeck et al., this issue). Among adolescent researchers it is not uncommon to deal
with such sample sizes as one often is also interested in obtaining multi-method and multi-
informant data. Bootstrapping increases the power of the statistical results and is a particularly
useful technique when sample sizes are small. Zimmer-Gembeck and colleagues apply the use of
bootstrapping to mediational SEM analyses, building on statistical advancements by Shrout and
Bolger (2002). Using self-determination theory, they investigate whether school fit mediates the
relationship between teacher–student relationships and peer relationships on the one hand and
school engagement/school achievement on the other hand. More broadly, this article illustrates
the importance of investigating the multi-faceted nature of the processes underlying adolescent
competence.
Building on the rich tradition of studying contextual factors in the study of adolescent

competence, the Ong et al. article (this issue) illustrates the use of multilevel modelling/random
coefficient modelling in the study of contextual factors of ethnic identity among Latino youth. As
the authors note, this group of techniques has a number of advantages over other techniques for
longitudinal data analysis, such as repeated measures ANOVA, including flexibility in handling
missing data, the use of precision weighting, and modelling simultaneously both intra-individual
and inter-individual effects within and across time. Clearly, as a number of authors have noted
(e.g. Singer &Willett, 2003), these techniques provide us with more reliable and accurate estimates
of relationships among variables of interest than more traditional statistical techniques.
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The article by Cillessen and Borch (this issue) also applies growth curve modelling to studying
adolescent competence. However, this article primarily focuses on the study of peer popularity
and illustrates the challenges of applying growth curve modelling to this aspect of adolescent
competence where the measurement of competence has traditionally relied on z-scores. To study
change in peer popularity, the authors focused their analyses on students whose average peer
nomination was high across various time-points. By focusing on a subgroup of individuals,
Cillessen and Borch not only illustrate how growth curve modelling can be applied to an area of
research that has been traditionally limited from growth curve modelling because of the use of
standardized scores, but they also provide an example of integrating person-centered and
variable-centered analyses.
Measurement of adolescent competence

Two of the papers in this special issue are primarily concerned with the measurement of
adolescent competence. As mentioned earlier, broadband measures on adolescent competence are
sparse. In this special issue, Park and Peterson (this issue) present the psychometric properties of
the Values in Action Inventory of Strengths for Youth (VIA-Youth). This paper describes the
process through which the VIA-Youth was developed and presents the initial psychometric
properties of this measure on character-strengths/moral competence.
Whereas the Park and Peterson article reflects the challenges in measuring competence during

adolescence, the Obradović paper takes the problem one step further by focusing on the
equivalence of competence across different developmental periods. The burgeoning interest
among developmental scholars in analytic techniques of change, such as growth curve modelling
(see Ong et al., this issue; Cillessen & Borch, this issue), provides some unique challenges for the
study of competence. A developmental assessment of competence suggests that indicators of
successful competence change across different developmental stages. Therefore, at a pure
measurement level, it is impossible to obtain measures that are equivalent across time. Given this
limitation, the question is whether one can (or should) study change in competence across
different developmental periods. This paper investigates whether one can develop equivalent
measures of competence across different developmental stages guided by a theoretical framework,
namely the organizational perspective (Sroufe et al., 1999).
Finally, Von Eye and colleagues (this issue) provide an example of integrating variable and

person-centered approaches to the study of desistance in alcohol consumption. More specifically,
this paper shows how variable-centered and person-centered approaches provide complementary
information in studying desistance in alcohol consumption. By using configural frequency
analysis, the authors reveal patterns of relationships among the variables of interest that their
variable-centred techniques did not reveal.
Future directions

This special issue highlights just some of the few opportunities and exciting prospects
that statistical methodology and the creative application of measurement and statistics offers
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for the study of adolescent competence. Current advancements in statistical modelling, however,
provide a number of opportunities for scientific advancement in the study of adolescent
competence.
Integration of person and variable centred techniques for the study of adolescent competence

Most statistical techniques used in psychology focus on interindividual variation (Molenaar,
2004), and there is even debate as to whether techniques thought to focus on intraindividual
variation truly do so (see Molenaar, 2005; Rogosa, 2004). Clearly, conducting person-centred
analyses, or integrating person and variable-centered analyses (see von Eye et al., this issue)
provides opportunities to answer new questions. In the search for mechanisms of adaptation in
the individual life-course, it is essential that we move away from techniques, and study designs (see
Collins, 2006), that capitalize on understanding inter-individual variability. In this quest, it is
important to limit these efforts not only to the integration of statistically based techniques for
variable- and person-centred analyses, but also to consider the integration of qualitative
techniques. Qualitative and quantitative techniques do not reflect opposites on an analytic
continuum and each approach provides a unique contribution to the analytic toolbox (Acock, van
Dulmen, Allen, & Piercy, 2005).
Adolescent competence as a dynamical system

The statistical group of techniques referred to as dynamical systems analysis has greatly
increased our insight in the mechanisms of change for adolescent behaviour problems (see e.g.
Boker & Graham, 1998). These techniques are particularly promising in studying the processes
underlying nonlinear change and for designs where there are multiple measurements during a
relatively short period of time. Although inter-individual differences on some aspects of
competence, such as academic competence, are relatively stable over time other aspects of
competence, such as subjective well-being (see Obradović et al., this issue), are less stable. With the
increasing use of daily diary data and Experience Sample Methods it is imperative that we study
more precisely the mechanisms of change in both inter-individual and intra-individual change
across time.
Understanding trajectories of adolescent competence

Similar to the increasing interest in dynamic systems analysis, there has been an abundance of
scholarly research investigating the antecedents and correlates of statistically identified trajectories
of child behaviour. The large majority of this research has focused on the heterogeneity in the
development of antisocial behaviour and was spearheaded by both conceptual (Moffitt, 1993) and
statistical (Nagin & Tremblay, 1999) advancements. A next logical step would be to investigate
whether, and how, studying trajectories of competence across time can enhance our under-
standing of continuity and change in positive adaptation.
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Conclusion

This special issue is part of a broader initiative to stimulate scientific thought and empirical
research on quantitative methodology and strength-based research (Ong & van Dulmen, 2006).
This special issue aims to stimulate quantitative research on adolescent development in general,
and more specifically as it is applied to the study of adolescent competence and adaptation. We
hope that the papers in this special issue encourage both junior and senior scholars to reevaluate
their statistical toolbox, and ultimately consider new tools of investigation.
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